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Where you see these symbols throughout the headings of the report
they signify a visual reference to the 7 key objectives.
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Fig 8

All photos will be labeled in italics: Clivedon Village,
Bucks

1.0 Studio 1 Evaluation
Fig 1 Studio 1 Illustrative Masterplan

Fig 2 Studio 2 Focus Area

The studio 1 masterplan sought to provide
connection to West Oxford by responding to the
opportunities and needs of the western edge in
a way that took on board the economic, social,
environmental and urban design realities of the
location (Fig 1).
It also needed to respond to the AAP vision:
High Quality, Synergy between old and new,
engagement (with future users),as well as
Innovation (Fig 3 /4).
Through Studio 2 and Practice 2 I will analyse
the area in (Fig 2) in more detail and provide a
comprehensive and deliverable scheme that
responds to my key objectives.

Fig 3 The brief

Connecting and
Retrofitting West Oxford
“to respond to the opportunities
and needs of the western edge of
Oxford city centre in a way which
takes on board the economic,
social, environmental and urban
design realities of this location.”

N

0m

Fig 4 The Area Action Plan Vision

Demand
Excellence

Seek
Balance

Provide
Synergy between
high quality
old and new
development

Collaborate

Engage with
future users

Imagine

Be Open

Think
Future

Innovate

Link into Green
and Blue
networks

Developments
for future
generations

100m
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2.0 S.W.O.T Analysis
A S.W.O.T analysis has been undertaken in relation to the studio one masterplan
with the core area previously highlighted as the focus. This analysis was
undertaken with key urban design principles as its driver. A short summary to
each element is included as follows:

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

The area has strong natural surveillance with active
frontages prominent throughout the site (Fig 5).

The lack of variety of urban form diminishes the interest
and richness of this area. There is poor screening of
railway noise onto adjacent buildings (Fig 6).

Lots of opportunities to improve this design. Splitting the
block further to enhance connections. Opportunities for a
park to screen the railway and provision of urban squares
and spaces (Fig 7).

As much as the studio one masterplan was detailed there
were still unresolved courtyard designs which now need
addressing. The lack of trees and green in this area is also
apparent . The relationship of retail and residential is poor
(Fig 8).

Fig 5

Fig 6

Active edges are prominent throughout the site
Strong natural surveillance
Permeable blocks
Vibrant retail edge (Oxpens Road)

Fig 8

Lack of variety of urban form / poor solar
orientation

Split block

Noise from railway

Short garden with overshadowing

Re-establish route to ice rink with landmarks
/ architecture

Tight space / Relationship of retail and resi

Opportunities for urban squares / open space

Poor provision of street trees

Re-orient urban form to reduce noise / increase
solar gain
Linear park / courtyard gardens

Unresolved courtyard designs

Poor screening of railway

Public square on prominent route

Unresolved courtyard layout

Private / Semi Private green space

Lack of distinguished features along main routes

Varied street planting
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Fig 7

Homezones

Primary route - Buses / Cycle / Pedestrian footfall

New routes

Secondary route - Good link to ice rink and
railway station

Redefined layout

3.0 Design Vision

“To sustain-ably enrich the lives of people living, visiting and travelling through the West End of Oxford by
weaving new connections and spaces into the city, surrounding it with a variety of uses that intuitively
reflects the social economic context of its location.”
This focus area is in the heart of the overall development masterplan from studio
omne, as such the mix I would like to achieve is one of variety.

Fig 11 Initial thoughts

Fig 9 Busy boundaries

LIC

Target demographic for this area:
Commuters, city dwellers and students

PUB

Type of Development:
Predominately residential with a mix of uses - high quality to reflect the prestige
of an international gateway.

?

Why?
The site is very well connected through a strong rail link and the M40 to the
east. Oxford railway station is located just to the north, providing a key draw
and making this an ideal area for commuters to live. Oxford City Centre is within
10mins walk from this site for city dwellers. The Oxford and Cherwell college
is within 5mins walking distance of this core area making this site attractive for
students to reside.
A successful place is one of intrigue, of rich social activity being the result of
allowing people to cross paths and interact or merely passively observe others.
There are places to sit, eat or have a coffee in the sun and shade. Trees will offer
shelter from the sun and provide a wind break. Good surveillance and lighting will
allow residents to feel safe and the high footfall as a result of the social activities
and uses along Oxpens Road will compliment the feeling of safety in numbers.

ATE
RIV

P

Homezone
Hub

‘The Sidings’
Park / eco
apartments

This area has two busy noisy edges one being the railway line the other Oxpens
Road, with a dense core. How do we create relief from these hectic boundaries?
(Fig 9).
Fig 10 A green heart?

The following diagrams show my initials thoughts of how I should re work this
area in line with key urban design principles.

Retail
and Resi
synergy

There will be a graduation of vibrancy from the public Oxpens High Street
through to private dwellings and a park to the west of the development. This
transition will provide a gradual change in the character of the area and in turn
aids the interest in the scheme for its users (Fig 11/12).

Fig 12 A graduation of vibrancy

PUBLIC
PRIVATE

vibrancy
Graduation of

Answer: Create a ‘Green Heart’ at its core with a series of spaces to provide
retreat and interest (Fig 19).
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4.0 Central Oxpens Masterplan

In creating this masterplan 7 design objectives
have been created, each with its own set of design
actions, these are detailed overleaf.

‘The Towers’
apartments semiprivate gated space

Service area for retail
units on ground floor
facing Oxpens Road

Widened pavement
along traffic calmed
Oxpens High Street

Fig 13 Illustrative Masterplan

Off road parking

Bin and cycle store /
communal space for
apartments

The ‘Towers’
Apartments

The ‘Mews’
Apartments

Mews Walk
The ‘Mews’
Apartments

ECO BLOCK 1

Oxpens Hub

The ‘Towers’
Apartments
Townhouse Gardens

The ‘Mews’
Apartments

The ‘Towers’
Apartments

Community
Cafe

The ‘Towers’
Apartments

Play Park

Local Shop
CITY SQUARE
The ‘Mews’
Apartments

THE SIDINGS

The ‘Towers’
Apartments
Mews Lane

Townhouse Gardens

ECO BLOCK 2

The ‘Mews’
Apartments

The ‘Towers’
Apartments

THE SIDINGS PARK
Nursery,
Dentist and
small office
space

N
1:500
0m
6

40m

Informal parking
provision on bonded
gravel shared surface

Gated rear access for
garden bins

5.0 Design Objectives and Design Actions Overview
Provide character areas
and spaces that enhance
the interest and richness
of the scheme
DA1.1: Provide a park to screen the railway but also
create a feature – Negative edge into a positive
DA1.2: Use a polycarbonate barrier to reduce noise
from the railway for adjacent residents and
park users.
DA1.3: Integrate the eco blocks with graduation of
landscaping into terrace trees – Synergy of

To provide high quality
landscaped open spaces
and streetscapes with a
green heart at its core
DA2.1: Create a green City Square in the heart of the
development as a contrast to the busy retail
hub defined by street trees.
DA2.2: Utilise high ozone level trees like Ash, Small

Weave in connections
through permeable blocks
to create a highly accessible
and safe scheme
DA3.1: Maximise shared surface areas where possible to

Provide amenities
and a mix of uses &
building types to aid
distinctiveness & diversity
DA4.1: Create a predominantly residential scheme

Energy efficiency needs
to be maximised to help
provide a sustainable
development
DA5.1: Maximise solar gain through building

fitting of the needs of a modern Oxford

design and photo voltaic panels.

DA3.2: Provide pedestrian and cycle only priority routes

development. High quality to recognise this

Using shadow fall analysis to allow

DA3.3: Create a mix of connections through the scheme to

area as the international gateway to Oxford.

the buildings to be oriented to the sun

balance pedestrian, cycle and vehicle priority

Leafed Lime and Common Alder to help

help with legibility and to allow people to get to where

Oxford Railway station is located less than

where possible. Eco Blocks will take full

absorb pollutants. Add future character with

they want to go easily.

5mins north of this site.

advantage of this.

DA3.4: Ensure all of the site has natural surveillance over the

by planting mature oaks.

DA4.2: Provide a local shop on the corner of the

DA5.2: Effective insulation. Limit heat loss by

DA2.3: Screen the development from the railway line

streets and spaces with active frontages on all blocks

south ‘Eco Block’ this will give a social focus

creating the apartments and integrated

with a linear park and plant an avenue of trees

to adhere to ‘Secured By Design’ requirements. Place

to this spaces with the residents a local

townhouses into 2 ‘Eco Blocks’. Create

local shop and a café which can be used as a

to provide a shelter belt and help with noise

the most active rooms

amenity adjacent multi use community cafe/

terraced townhouses along the ‘City

community café / community space all to aid

reduction

centre.

Square’ so heat loss is minimised

landscape and architecture.
DA1.4: Create a key space for the community with a

social cohesion
DA1.5: Shared surface with access to ground floor
covered parking in the Eco Block apartments
DA1.6: Fountain feature adds a playful feature kids can
play in and adults can enjoy
DA1.7: Provide a small play park for local resident’s
children and passersby to use
DA1.8: Create an urban square to provide another area
of relief from the adjacent Oxpens High Street
DA1.9: Shared surface with some parking provision
DA1.10: Central pedestrian route to guide the flow of
people to and from the high street
DA1.11: Provide connection from north to south
DA1.12: Offset the route to create interest and intrigue
DA1.13: Flats have front doors at ground level to give

DA3.5: Allow all townhouse residents to access their

DA2.4: Create two blocks of flats that maximise

gardens from the back of the property via gated

DA4.3: Create an area with interactive fountains and

the use of stepped terraces and communal

alleyways – These alleys can be accessible by

a play park for children in the ‘sidings park’.

gardens.

residents via a key fob activated gate.

This will give adults an area to take their

DA2.5: P
 rovide tree lined streets to aid legibility of
primary and secondary routes.
DA2.6: Create a Park that is a ‘nod’ to the history

DA3.6: Provide good lighting and signage on all routes to aid
safety and legibility of the area.
DA3.7: Clearly define private, semi-private and managed

children whilst they can relax on the benches
provided.
DA4.4: Provide units for a mix of high street retail

areas of the design so that all areas are looked after

uses on the ground floor of the frontage

incorporates influence from the old railway

and do not fall into disrepair.

along Oxpens Road, reflecting the high
footfall of this road with its newly ‘traffic
calmed’ road and wider pavements for

DA2.7: S
 ustainable Urban Drainage systems (SUDS)

pedestrians and shoppers.

will help mitigate flooding but will also be an

DA4.5: High street restaurants will occupy the

attractive design feature of the park.

‘Oxpens Hub’ creating a focal point of social

DA2.8: Trees on balconies or terraces will be in

interaction.

planters to avoid roots and uncontrolled
growth to floors below.

DA1.15: Provide restaurants with mezzanine floors
to create a focal point for the Oxpens High
Street. Providing the opportunity with tables
and chairs and people eating outside aids
social cohesion
DA1.16: The archway defines the two distinct
character areas – once you pass through the
archway from the busy high street you are into
a quieter city suburb with Mews and squares
and incidental spaces

toilets and watering of gardens.
• OXON cycle station - to promote
sustainable travel
• Electric vehicle charging and
priority parking
• Ground source heat pumps - to
reduce the need to heat up water
from a cold temperature
• Wind turbines on tall architectural
features and pinch points
creating routes and bus stops.
• Zipcar parking bays, when you

DA1.14: Provide Vehicular access for emergency
entrances to help with this.

on mains water for washing machines ,

• Integrate public transport by

the Mews that intricate street feel
services only – Kerbs will remain at the

DA5.3 Rainwater collection to reduce demand

DA5.4: Other energy efficiencies include

of the site and integrates a design that
sidings from this area.

through shared insulation.

Allow the density,
materials, architectural
interest to be reflective
of the context of Oxford
City Centre
DA6.1: U
 se the surrounding materials and

Create an economically
feasible scheme

need a car, just choose a parked
car in your local area; get in and
drive off, this is now in operation in
the Oxford area and promotes car

DA7.1: Provide a future use value higher than £4.5million
DA7.2: Ensure the scheme provides 50% or more affordable
housing units

sharing.
DA5.5: Provide sustainable urban drainage to
aid flood mitigation.

DA7.3: Set a gross residential density fitting of a core

architecture as well as modern precedents to

modern City development. Over 80dph (dwellings per

inform a style palette for the scheme.

hectare).

DA6.2: R
 ecognise Oxford’s historic block structure
to draw on elements of Townscape (Cullen,
1961).

The following pages show an illustrated
breakdown of all of the design objectives.
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Design Objective 1 		

Provide character areas and spaces that enhance the interest and richness of the scheme

Why:
Jan Gehl, noted Danish architect and urban designer, researched and wrote consistently about how communities use public
spaces. He explained that communal spaces in cities become meaningful and attractive when different activities (he calls them
necessary, optional and social) occur in combination and feed off each other.
This has resonated with me that I should provide spaces that are interesting and connect people to the place, as we all have a need
for stimulation, seeing people speak and move about and interact offers a wealth of sensual variation.

‘The Sidings’ Cafe area

2

Hill Square, Tilburg,
Netherlands
How:
Create spaces
for people to
connect with and
enjoy. Please see
the following 5
character spaces I
have created along
with their design
actions.

Shared Space
crossing, Sloane
Square, London

1

‘The Sidings Park’

‘Oxpens Hub’

5

DA1.15: Provide restaurants with
mezzanine floors to create a focal
point for the Oxpens High Street. Providing the
opportunity with tables and chairs and people
eating outside aids social cohesion
DA1.16: The archway defines the two distinct character
areas – once you pass through the archway from
the busy high street you are into a quieter city
suburb with Mews and squares and incidental
spaces

2

3
DA1.7
4

3

‘City Square’

DA1.8: Create an urban square to provide another
area of relief from the adjacent Oxpens High
Street
DA1.9: Shared surface with some parking provision
DA1.10:Central pedestrian route to guide the flow of
people to and from the high street

DA1.2

DA1.1: Provide a park to screen the railway but
also create a feature – Negative edge into a
positive
DA1.2: Use a polycarbonate barrier to reduce
noise from the railway for adjacent
residents and park users.
DA1.3: Integrate the eco blocks with graduation of
landscaping into terrace trees – Synergy of
landscape and architecture.
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5

DA1.4: Create a key space for the community with a
local shop and a café which can be used as a
community café / community space all to aid
social cohesion
DA1.5: Shared surface with access to ground floor
covered parking in the Eco Block apartments
DA1.6: Fountain feature adds a playful feature kids
can play in and adults can enjoy
DA1.7: Provide a small play park for local resident’s
children and passersby to use.

DA1.6

SCG Headquarters
by Landscape
Architects of
Bangkok (LAB), in
Bangkok, Thailand

1

4

4

Oakgrove Park, Milton
Keynes

DA1.3

Town Hall Square,
Solingen

Clivedon Village,
Bucks

Frederick Mews,
Crouch End

‘The Mews Walk / Lane’

DA1.11: Provide connection from north to south
DA1.12: Offset the route to create interest and
intrigue
DA1.13: Flats have front doors at ground level to give
the Mews that intricate street feel
DA1.14: Provide Vehicular access for emergency
services only – Kerbs will remain at the
entrances to help with this.

Design Objective 1
Fig 14 ‘The Sidings’ Park

5

1

Fig 15 ‘The Sidings’ Cafe Area / Community Hub

2

Urban space, Stockholm

Jan Gehl ‘life between buildings’:
“communal spaces in cities become
meaningful and attractive when different
activities (he calls them necessary,
optional and social) occur in combination
and feed off each other”

Fig 16 ‘City Square’

3

Fig 17 ‘Mews Walk / Mews Lane’

4

Gehl, J. (2011). Life between buildings. Washington, DC: Island Press

Gordon Cullen ’Townscape’:
“Creating intriguing spaces
promotes movement”

Fig 18 ‘Oxpens Hub’

5

Cullen, G. (1961). Townscape. 1st ed. New York: Reinhold Pub. Corp
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Design Objective 2 		

To provide high quality landscaped open spaces and streetscapes with a green heart at its core

Fig 19 Landscape Strategy
Tree lined streets

ECO BLOCK 1

Townhouse Gardens

‘The Sidings’ linear
park to run along the
length of the railway
line to the west to give
the Eco Blocks an
attractive outlook

CITY SQUARE
THE SIDINGS

Townhouse Gardens

Sustainable Urban Drainage
Future Park Killesberg

ECO BLOCK 2

Ash trees with high pollutant
absorption to act as a screen
to the railway line next to the
polycarbonate noise barrier

Communal garden at forth
floor level

N
1:500
0m
10

40m

Inner communal garden at
first floor level

Design Objective 2
Common Alder Ozone Index 109

Mature Oak Ozone Index 4.6

Small Leaf Lime Ozone Index 100

Ash Ozone Index 99.7

The Sidings Park - A nod to the history of the site
Fig 20 Sidings inspiration

SCG Headquarters by Landscape Architects of
Bangkok (LAB), in Bangkok, Thailand

Square at Dollis Valley Barnet, (Alison Brookes Architects)
Why:
Providing high quality green spaces and landscaped areas will
help to offer tranquil escape to the hustle and bustle of the high
street and Oxford City life. Providing trees with a high ozone index
will help to absorb pollutants. A linear park running the length of
the railway line to the west of the site will offer screening from the
noise of the trains but also as a natural solution to a less desirable
development area.
How:
DA2.1: Create a green City Square in the heart of the
development as a contrast to the busy retail hub defined
by street trees.
DA2.2 Utilise high ozone level trees like Ash, Small Leafed Lime
and Common Alder to help absorb pollutants. Add future
character with by planting mature oaks.
DA2.3: Screen the development from the railway line with a linear
park and plant an avenue of trees to provide a shelter belt
and help with noise reduction
DA2.4: Create two blocks of flats that maximise the use of
stepped terraces and communal gardens.
DA2.5: Provide tree lined streets to aid legibility of primary and
secondary routes.
DA2.6: Create a Park that is a ‘nod’ to the history of the site and
integrates a design that incorporates influence from the
old railway sidings from this area.
DA2.7: Sustainable Urban Drainage systems (SUDS) will help
mitigate flooding but will also be an attractive design
feature of the park.
DA2.8: Trees on balconies or terraces will be in planters to avoid
roots and uncontrolled growth to floors below.

N

0m

60m

Oxpens 1945 with railway siding lines (See DA2.6)

Parking square defined by street trees, Purfleet

The Highline, New York

The Highline, New York

Shared surface tertiary street, Grays
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Design Objective 3 		

Weave in connections through permeable blocks to create a highly accessible and safe scheme

Why:
The design and layout of the streets and spaces will have an influence on how
safe they are. Urban design aspects that influence safety include design that
maximises surveillance and clear sightlines, good connections, mix of land
uses and activities, building design, defined ownership boundaries, and the
quality of design and maintenance of landscaping, lighting and sign-age. Good
management of buildings, spaces and streets also increases safety.
Well designed urban developments with safety as a key principle at its heart has
a knock on effect in encouraging greater use and levels of physical activity. This
enhances socialising in public places, and increases the likelihood of people
feeling safe and secure.
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Fig 21 A well connected neighbourhood (see DA3.3)

Primary route ‘Oxpens High Street’
Secondary route
Shared surface with vehicular access
Service and emergency service vehicles only
Pedestrian / cycle only routes

Design Objective 3
How:
DA3.1: Maximise shared surface areas where possible to balance pedestrian, cycle and vehicle priority
DA3.2: Provide pedestrian and cycle only priority routes
DA3.3: Create a mix of connections through the scheme to help with legibility and to allow people to get to where they want to go easily.
DA3.4: Ensure all of the site has natural surveillance over the streets and spaces with active frontages on all blocks to adhere to ‘Secured
By Design’ requirements. Place the most active rooms
DA3.5: Allow all townhouse residents to access their gardens from the back of the property via gated alleyways – These alleys can be
accessible by residents via a key fob activated gate.
DA3.6: Provide good lighting and sign-age on all routes to aid safety and legibility of the area.
DA3.7: Clearly define private, semi-private and managed areas of the design so that all areas are looked after and do not fall into disrepair.

Fig 23 The most active rooms face the street (see DA3.4)

Gated rear access
Kitchen / Living
Living

Living

Kitchen / Living

Living
Living

Safe and secure at all times in quiet and busy areas

Kitchen / Living

Kitchen / Living

Fig 22 A well lit scheme (see DA3.4/DA3.6)

Kitchen / Living

Kitchen / Living

Street lighting throughout all routes to support pedestrian safety
Kitchen / Living
Living
Kitchen / Living
Living
Kitchen / Living

Kitchen / Living

Living
Living

Living

Fig 24 Private and Semi-Private spaces (see DA3.7)

Restaurants at night, Cardiff
Semi private space
Private space
Corner features

Well lit facades on all active frontages

N

Mansfield lighting

0m

40m

All other space is
maintained by the
council or service
payments from
residents.
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Design Objective 4 		

Provide amenities and a mix of uses and building types to aid distinctiveness and diversity

Why:
The mix of uses and activities in
combination with the public spaces
provided in design objective 1 keep
the development alive and active
with human interaction as its core
principle.

Fig 25 Land Use Plan

Handysize Gardens play space ,
Kings Cross

Interactive fountain, Boston, USA
Residential - Flats x 138
Residential - Townhouses x 32
Residential over retail x 42
Food retail - Restaurants
Office space - Dentist
Office space - Nursery
Local Shop
Multi Use Community Cafe / Centre
Childrens play space and interactive fountain
Service access for ground floor retail and ‘Oxpens
Hub restaurants

N
1:500
0m
14

40m

Design Objective 4 		

Provide amenities and a mix of uses and building types to aid distinctiveness and diversity

Fig 26 Local shop provision on ‘Eco Block 1’

Fig 27 Land use split along Oxpens Road

The Hilton, Bankside, London
Fig 28 High Street Restaurants in the ‘Oxpens Hub’ - outdoor eating to create a sense of place and social cohesion

How:
DA4.1: Create a predominantly residential scheme fitting of the
needs of a modern Oxford development. High quality to
recognise this area as the international gateway to Oxford.
Oxford Railway station is located less than 5mins north of
this site.
DA4.2: Provide a local shop on the corner of the south ‘Eco Block’
this will give a social focus to this spaces with the residents
a local amenity adjacent multi use community cafe/centre.
DA4.3: Create an area with interactive fountains and a play park
for children in the ‘sidings park’. This will give adults an area
to take their children whilst they can relax on the benches
provided.
DA4.4: Provide units for a mix of high street retail uses on the
ground floor of the frontage along Oxpens Road, reflecting
the high footfall of this road with its newly ‘traffic calmed’
road and wider pavements for pedestrians and shoppers.
DA4.5: High street restaurants will occupy the ‘Oxpens Hub’
creating a focal point of social interaction.

Little Waitrose, Victoria, London

Cafe Rouge, High Street restaurant

Carluccio’s Tottenham Court Road
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Design Objective 4 		

Provide amenities and a mix of uses and building types to aid distinctiveness and diversity

Section through the scheme from west to east showing a mix of housing types
The ‘Sidings’ Linear park with vegetation to help screen the
railway line from the development. A polycarbonate noise
reduction screen will also be used.

Fig 30 Section location

Multi-use block predominantly
residential with at level covered
parking. Townhouses at the rear.
Utilising a stepped design to
allow for maximum solar gain
and terrace gardens. There will
be two ‘Eco Blocks’ one block
will have a ‘Little Waitrose’ on the
north corner, the other will have
use this space for a multi use
community cafe area / centre.

Fig 32 Eco Block internal layout
3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse

Apartment

Apartment

3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse

Communal entrance /
stairwell and lift

3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse

Apartment

3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse
Apartment

At level covered
parking
26 spaces
3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse

Fig 31 Eco block perspective view
Apartment

3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse

Communal entrance /
stairwell and lift

3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse
Bike Store

Cafe

3 Storey
4 bed
Townhouse

Bin Store

Eco Block 1

Resident parking / service access
0m

20m

Townhouses
Apartments
Retail space

0m

20m
At level covered
parking with
communal space
above

Fig 29 Section through the scheme from west to east
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Secondary tree lined street. Corner
features on buildings to mark route
down through to the Ice Rink area.

‘The Towers’
apartment
blocks.
9x 1 bed
apartments,
6 x 2 bed
apartments.

‘The Towers’ apartment blocks
private amenity space, bin
store and cycle storage.

‘City Square’ with 4 bed townhouses that face
the square, each house has bin stores and
off road parking, as well as rear garden gated
access.

Fig 33 Townhouse

‘The Mews’ 1 bed
apartment blocks with
front door access
on ground floor and
communal entrance
for upper floors.

Fig 34 Mews flats

‘The Mews Walk’
pedestrian shared
surface with access
for emergency
vehicles and refuse
collection.

‘The Towers’ apartment
blocks. 9x 1 bed
apartments, 6 x 2 bed
apartments.

Fig 35 ‘The Towers’ apartments

‘The Towers’
apartment
blocks
private,
bin store
and cycle
storage.
Service
entrance for
ground floor
retail and
restaurant
hubs.

Restaurant Hub large space with
internal mezzanine floors.

‘Oxpens High Street’ Primary route
lined with retail units.

Fig 36 ‘Oxpens Hub’ with flats above retail to the left
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Design Objective 5 		

Energy efficiency needs to be maximised to help provide a sustainable development

Why:
Providing an energy efficient scheme has a multitude of advantages for its
residents and the environment. Helping to cut the cost of bills for residents and
reducing the demand from mains supplied energy.

Fig 37 ‘Eco Block’ Design

A stepped building design helps
to maximise solar gain through the
orientation of the block.

How:
DA5.1: M
 aximise solar gain through building design and photo voltaic panels.
Using shadow fall analysis to allow the buildings to be oriented to the sun
where possible. Eco Blocks will take full advantage of this.
DA5.2: E
 ffective insulation. Limit heat loss by creating the apartments and
integrated townhouses into 2 ‘Eco Blocks’. Create terraced townhouses
along the ‘City Square’ so heat loss is minimised through shared
insulation.
DA5.3 R
 ainwater collection to reduce demand on mains water for washing
machines , toilets and watering of gardens.

Communal rooftop gardens
support the integration of
vegetation into the ‘Eco Block’

Rainwater collection
system (see DA5.3)

DA5.4: Other energy efficiencies include
• OXON cycle station - to promote sustainable travel
• Electric vehicle charging and priority parking
• Ground source heat pumps - to reduce the need to heat up water from
a cold temperature
• Wind turbines on tall architectural features and pinch points
• Integrate public transport by creating routes and bus stops.
• Zipcar parking bays, when you need a car, just choose a parked car
in your local area; get in and drive off, this is now in operation in the
Oxford area and promotes car sharing.
DA5.5: Provide sustainable urban drainage to aid flood mitigation.

Photo-voltaic Panels
to help reduce mains
electricity demand for
residents

Terrace trees in
planters help to
enhance pollution
absorption.
Integrating vegetation
into the ‘Eco Block’
has been a key design
consideration.

Fig 38 Maximising solar gain (see DA5.1)

Rainwater collection
system underground
tank (see DA5.3)
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Design Objective 5
Fig 39 Shadow Analysis (See DA5.1)

Fig 40 Additional Energy Efficiency Plan (see DA5.4)

O
E

Z

E
Jan 9am

Jan noon

Jan 3pm

O

Z

Z

E
Z
E
April 9am

April noon

April 3pm

O

Provide OXON cycle station

E

Electric vehicle charging / parking

Fig 41 Wind turbines on key wind pinch points (see DA5.4)

Ground source heat pumps
Wind turbines on architectural features
Stand alone wind turbines
Sustainable Urban Drainage
Z

July 9am

July noon

All dwellings will utilise the energy saving opportunities in which the ‘Eco
Blocks’ create. Any surplus electricity energy will be distributed into the
scheme as a first priority rather than back into the grid. All dwellings will
have solar panels but due to the size and position of the ‘eco blocks’
solar panels these blocks will produce the majority of the schemes
renewable energy.

‘Zipcar’ car sharing parking bays

July 3pm

O

OXON cycle stations (see DA5.4)

Stand alone wind turbines (See DA5.4)
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Design Objective 6 		

Allow the density, materials, architectural interest to be reflective of the context of Oxford City Centre

Why:
Oxford City is a city of high historic significance, as such the architecture,
materials and townscaping in the city have a true characteristic and
identity. Blending this character into my scheme with a modern twist will
allow identity to grow from its locality.

Fig 45 ‘The Towers’ apartments

Precedent influence

Material influence

How:
DA6.1: Use the surrounding materials and architecture as well as modern
precedents to inform a style palette for the scheme.
DA6.2: Recognise Oxford’s historic block structure to draw on elements of
Townscape (Cullen, 1961).

Oxford White Brick

Benches for Oxpens
Hub, Felixstowe
example

Benches for Square
and park

Millbrook Park, London
Fig 42 Studio 1 block influence analysis

Fig 43 Archway to ‘Oxpens Hub’

1.

2.

Railings distinquish
private and semiprivate areas

Bin stores, Newhall For the fronts of the
Townhouses

3.

4.

Bonded gravel for ‘City
Square’ shared surface

5.

Galvanised bollards to
define pedestrian only
routes

Potential kern
treatment along
secondary road

Christ Church, Oxford
4.

Fig 44 ’City Square’ Modern Townhouse with Oxford influence

2.
1.
Profiled Steel ‘Mansard roof’

N

3.

3.

5.

Weathered Yellow Brick

Woodlins Way, Oxford
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Suurounding influence

0m

Modern influence

Accordia, Cambridge

Millbrook Park, London

N

40m

Design Objective 7		

Create an economically feasible scheme

Why:
Combined the requirements of a modern urban designed scheme still needs to
balanced with its economic feasibility. Ultimately it needs to make money for the
developer who is going to build it. The following actions will ensure that this is
the case.
How:
DA7.1: Provide a future use value higher than £4.5million
DA7.2: Ensure the scheme provides 50% or more affordable housing units
DA7.3: Set a gross residential density fitting of a core modern City development.
Over 80dph (dwellings per hectare).

LAND COSTS [Gross]
LAND + FINANCE + FEES

£32,846,897

Finance (interests on loans)

£8,336,037

LAND + FEES

£24,510,860

Legal Fees

£421,563

Stamp Duty Land Tax

£2,804,466

LAND BID BUDGET[£ lump sum]

£21,284,832

Land bid budget [£/m²]

£967.48

LAND BID /HECTARE [£]
Future Use Value

£9,674,792

Existing Use Value

£0

Uplift Multiplier

0.00

Total Number of New Homes

212

100.0%

Market Homes for Sale (units)

84

39.62%

Market Homes for Rent (units)

20

9.43%

Affordable Homes for Sale (units)

53

25.00%

Affordable Homes for Rent (units)

55

25.94%

Net Housing Density [NDPH]

188.4

Gross Housing Density [GDPH]

96.4

Total Housing Floorspace Area [m²]

12332.0

Design Action:
LAND
Total Site Area (m²)

22,000

Total Site Area for Housing (m²)

11,251

Net Housing Density (NDPH)

188.43

DA7.1: Future Use Value

£9,674,792

DA7.2: Affordable housing provision

50.94%

DA7.3: Gross housing density (dph)

96.4

A full breakdown of the economic feasibility can be found in the appendix to this report.
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6.0 Conclusion
Central Oxpens is a place to live and to enjoy.
A short descriptive story follows:
Tom Tom - London City Worker - 37
Tom hops off the bus at the stop on Oxpens High Street 1. he walks through the
busy space, past people dining in the sun and catches a friends eye sat outside
a restaurant. 2. He chats for a while and decides to join her for lunch. After
lunch its only a short walk home to the ‘Eco Block’ that he lives in. Tom walks
through the tall archway of Oxpens Hub 3. into the more tranquil ‘City Square’

here children are playing outside the town houses on the shared surface. Tom
continues walking through the central avenue of trees 4. which shade him from
the sun. He crosses the road and continues on past the local shop 5. where
he grabs some food for dinner tonight. To the right Tom spots an activity in the
multi use cafe / community centre - its a painting class, ‘might sign up for that’
he thinks. 6. Kids are playing in the interactive fountain and mums pushing kids
on the swings. Tom carries on into the ‘Sidings Park’ where all that can be heard

is the leaves of the trees in the wind. 7. Tom enters his townhouse and steps out
onto his terrace and waits for his wife to finish the painting class.
This route through the scheme is for one demographic, but with its open spaces,
shared surfaces and pedestrian friendly routes this scheme delvers a place for
all age ranges. Good strong transport links in a high quality develerable scheme,
an exciting high street through to a tranquil park offers a true graduation of
vibrancy.

Fig 46 Walking route perspective

7.
6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.
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Appendix 1 - Fly-through
Please click on the film image below: (If this does not play please trust this file in the notification in the PDF)
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Appendix 2 - Economic Feasibility Spreadsheet 1
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Appendix 2 - Economic Feasibility Spreadsheet 1
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Appendix 2 - Economic Feasibility Spreadsheet 2
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Appendix 2 - Economic Feasibility Spreadsheet 3
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Appendix 4 - Full night perspective
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